
RUN 2241 - W C AND THE HASH RETIREMENT RESORT 

 
             Stanhope Road Killara ....6.30 pm - 40 Hashmen - ready to see the sights of 
Killara streets and gardens, starting at the new potential Hash Resort.  All permanent 
guests had been put to bed earlier as the sight of these athletes could bring on serious 
heart palpitations..... 
          MAJOR DISASTER surprised everyone and  arrived with a  friend... ,or maybe 
someone he met at St Ives shopping centre who happened to speak the same language. 
...and SPUD was still talking about the great meal from the East India Company last 
week. 
         Off through the village we roamed and  HANOI and WRAPPER mentioned they 
might return for a Croquet game latter ........after meandering slowly the runners finally 
caught up to JACK THE MARRIED RIPPER and  PRESIDENT DE GAULE ,who is now 
planning a walk across Russia and everyone  led by NAUTILUS seemed attracted to the 
LOCAL  scout hall ... 
         Finally SALTPETER and LIGHTNING led the Pack down to Swains Bush Gardens 
which MAXIMUS MINIMUS suggested would make a lovely place for a 
wedding............ 
        Some local knowledge from  YAKKITY, SUPERGLUE and SHEEP DIP took the 
group around the Scenic streets and back to the resort where the fun began. 
        Having been given all the left overs there was superb amounts of home cooked 
food and Mr Neat was heard to actually say .. not mime.... it was the best Lamb Shanks 
ever.. 
        A special visit by NURSE RATSHIT  was very enlightening and everyone learnt so 
much about the state of elderly men ...and  how woman still use candles and not just for 
waxing .......DARWIN, who is back swimming five kilometres a day was told he was far 
too young for an establishment such as this ...... lots of singing new war  songs and 
great home made apple crumble made for a GREAT  night which W C organised 
extremely well and also a substantial discount will be made to any Hashmen wishing to 
move into this salubrious establishment ...   
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